
 

 

I have prepared the Astrology portion of your Soul Path Report according to the 

ancient Sidereal zodiac. The Sidereal zodiac is based on the lunar month and takes 

account of the disordered path of the celestial bodies across the night sky over 

time (planet orbits around the Sun are less orderly, more oval, than diagrams might 

suggest). Although the variations across time are small when compared with the 

more modern standardised zodiac, some regard the Sidereal zodiac as that which 

more closely reflects the actual placement of planets and stars when matched to a 

given time in the calendar.  Many Eastern cultures still use the Sidereal zodiac.   

The Sidereal zodiac of the ancient Persians, Egyptians, and others, was 

standardised by the Greeks in their Tropical zodiac—which has worked perfectly 

well for millennia, but does not take account of movements across the night sky that 

are accounted for with the Sidereal zodiac.  The Tropical zodiac is considered 

standard by most astrologers and, no doubt, will be the zodiac and astrology reading 

familiar to you.  Any differences in the two readings are particularly highlighted in 

the positions of the Sun and Moon, and Ascendant at the time of birth. 

However, since first exploring and comparing the two systems, I have been in 

wonder of what I could learn. Reading my Natal Chart using the Sidereal zodiac has 

proved helpful and insightful. I had periodically revisited the study of Astrology 

since first being hooked in the 1960s, but there remained many traits and 

tendencies in my signs that did not always resonate with me, deep within.  And then 

synchronicity, and my intuitive ‘knowing’ that there was more for me to learn, took 

over and I ‘happened upon’ the Sidereal zodiac … and I was hooked!  It has become 

a passion that I am happy and honoured to share with you in this reading. 

We are blessed at birth with powerful Universal influences to support a life well 

lived.  Appreciating the night sky under which we are born, appreciating the 
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wholeness and wonder of the Universal system in which we live, can help us 

understand, accept and embrace all that we are, and encourage us to shine bright. 

This reading is a guide for those who are curious to hear the call of the Soul to live 

a Soul-centred Life. For me, the more familiar Tropical zodiac reading can be viewed 

as that of the personality, lovingly nurtured and nestled in the Soul, and freely 

allowed to develop as it chooses in response to experience; and the Sidereal Natal 

Report can bridge the personality and Soul, helping us to accept and embrace all 

that we are. This Soul Path reading focuses the Astrology on placement of the Sun 

and Moon, Ascendant (if birth time is known), and other powerful influences, 

according to the ancient Sidereal zodiac. Many find the Soul-path reading stirs 

something deep within, and sometimes awakens within them a knowing and 

understanding that they could not previously hear or comprehend. 

Those who are curious and willing to consider all that supports them within the 

Universal system will be encouraged to be more compassionate and understanding 

with themselves, and so others, as they dare to embrace change. Great inner 

strength and peace comes when we choose to accept and understand that those 

things that challenge us are those that most support us. Overcoming challenges 

facilitates and supports change, growth, wonder, and joy for life … and once the 

purpose of a challenge is fulfilled, and so no longer of value, it falls away. 

The potentialities, possibilities, healing, and inspiration that can open and flow from 

being reminded of the influences we are gifted by the harmonious cosmic forces at 

the time of our birth cannot be underestimated. If you can grasp even a hint of the 

notion that it was your Soul-centred intention to come forth into physical at that 

time, then the wonder of it all can begin to feel less challenging and truly supportive 

of a life well-lived. All who choose to receive and view their Soul Path Report as a 

holistic blueprint for a Soul-centred life will benefit from conscious awareness of 

the powerful Universal conditions under which they came forth. 

The Soul Numerology Life Path reading, and your Soul’s Vibrational Oneness 

Combination finish your Soul Path Report—and so the Law of Three is invoked in this 

suite of high vibrational tools from the Earth and Beyond to support your quest for 

a Soul-centred life. I wish you well. All is well. 

Kerry Selman 

8 August 2017  

http://www.kerrynelsonselman.com/
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Ophiuchus 

For those born in November and December, there is a thirteenth sign, the 

constellation Ophiuchus (Oh-fee-a-cus), which is also interesting to consider. 

Ophiuchus is actually two constellations (Ophiuchus and Serpens) and can be taken 

into account when we overlay dates based on the actual position of the Sun. 

Ophiuchus has been variously ignored over time by many astrologers. However, as 

the Sun at the time of your birth falls between xx November and xx December, 

Ophiuchus influences will also be taken into account when reviewing and interpreting 

the Universal influences of the Sun at the time of your birth. 

 

You will find your Sidereal Zodiac Chart at the end of this report. However, I have 

listed here the positions of the planets and other influences at the time of your 

birth that we will be focussing upon for your Soul Path Report— 

Ascendant 17° Aries 

Sun  12° Scorpio 

Moon  22° Leo 

Chiron  6° Sagittarius 

North Node  2° Capricorn 

South Node  2° Cancer 

Pars Fortuna  10th House - 28° Capricorn 

 

 

Please have no doubt, your Soul knows you are here to thrive, not merely survive … 

and your Soul calls you to simply be all that you choose to be along the way. For each 

of us, the choice is uniquely ours … and the Soul-centred life can be magnificent! 

 

  

Personal Creeds of your Ascendant, 

Sun, and Moon Signs 

I am — I create — I heal — I will 

http://www.kerrynelsonselman.com/
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Chapter 1 

How You Approach Life 

Ascendant—at the time of your birth, the Ascendant is Aries.  

You are here to find the courage to be however you choose to be, and then 

be in integrity, authentic, and the full expression of all that you are. 

Personal creed and colour of Aries:  Creed—I am; Colour—Red. 

The Ascendant is the sign that was rising through the cusp of the 1st House at the 

time of your birth; it is located on the left-hand side of your chart and indicates 

your Ascendant is Aries.  

Your Ascendant indicates the energy that your Soul chose to bring forth into this 

lifetime. Your Ascendant reveals your Soul’s purpose and how you most naturally 

express that purpose—your life purpose, that which is innate within you.  

Generally, Aries Ascendant appears with the can-do attitude, bubbling with energy 

and eager to get going. They like to be first, to be the leader.  

At a Soul level, Aries indicates potential to establish a strong sense of self as a 

unique human being over this lifetime; this is an important Soul-centred energy with 

which you came forth.  You will learn to think for yourself and to be of independent 

thought, to move beyond following the crowd in which you will rarely feel 

comfortable, and to develop your own sense of self-identity.  You are unique, and 

acceptance of and respect for your uniqueness will flow from spiritual maturity and 

understanding that none is special but each is unique.  

You will be offered opportunities during your life to experience your own inner 

resourcefulness, courage, and self-reliance. Understand that your Soul is guiding 

you into situations, interactions, and relationships that will require you to recognise 

and utilise these strengths—situations that require you to lovingly and willingly ‘step 

up’ for you.  Such lessons may begin in the parents you chose and responsibilities 
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placed upon you from an early age. As you strengthen along your Soul-centred path, 

the most constructive emotional response, heart-felt response, you will have 

towards them will be one of understanding and deep gratitude for all they have 

facilitated by their behaviour.  

If lessons learned through experience can be viewed with understanding as you 

evolve, then your heightened sense of self-will and self-belief will offer further 

opportunities to overcome and release the predisposition to anger and replace it 

with acceptance for others as they are. Acceptance of others as they choose to be, 

allowing others to be, and to choose from wherever they are along their path is, 

indeed, the highest form of Love.  

The positive response to the Soul’s life lessons is viewing them as opportunities to 

learn to stand firm, hold your space, and strengthen your sense of self-will and self-

determination, and so self-responsibility and self-mastery.  

Anger and fears that have given rise to issues of self-doubt and self-worth and lack 

of trust are released, having served their purpose. Aries thrives by working through 

life’s lessons with insight and intuition. They innately have the energy to fulfil their 

life purpose to bring conscious awareness to their uniqueness … and to willingly, 

lovingly, fully and freely express all that that they are.   

Aries is a natural leader, the pioneer of the Zodiac, exploring areas that have long 

since been forgotten and experiencing a sense of optimism and fulfilment that is 

unique to them as a unique individual. Be all that you are, all that feels right for you 

deep in your heart-brain, and you will come to know all that your Soul knows you to 

be, and ever calls you to be. 

  

http://www.kerrynelsonselman.com/
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Chapter 2 

The Inner You, Your Inner Strength and 

Your Inner Motivation 

Sun—at the time of your birth the Sun is in Scorpio. The Sun is also in 

Ophiuchus and the powerful influences of Ophiuchus are also taken into 

account. You are stronger than you feel and wiser than you think—when you 

reconnect with You and understand how you recharge and re-energise from 

the deep inner wellspring and not from others, then you will know how you 

shine and facilitate for others. Simply being you, you will shine brightly. 

Personal creed and colour: Scorpio creed—I create; Colour—Deep Red 

 Ophiuchus creed—I heal; Colour—Violet Purple 

Our Sun indicates our sense of self and identity, personality, vitality, and Life Force 

influencing how we will journey through life; it is the energetic catalyst for our 

natural behaviours, creativity, where we naturally shine, and the ego. The Sun 

highlights and illuminates your gifts and traits that can support you fulfilling your 

potential. 

Scorpio is the sign of extremes and planets in this sign are intensified; it is 

adaptable, and highly adept at new beginnings and transitions from the old to the 

new. Generally, those with Sun in Scorpio are the visionaries and intuitives who can 

offer powerful insights into the different energies at play … both in physical 

personalities and Universally. They are the mystics and soothsayers of the zodiac, 

intense, and curious to explore the inner world and the spiritual. However, memories 

of betrayal are rarely forgiven or let go, and this is an aspect that can struggle with 

forgiveness and moving forward—Scorpio’s deep emotional ocean stores memories 

in the heart. Memories, loving and painful, are heartfelt—they are not simple mental 

thoughts easily forgotten. Scorpio is well-known for its scorpion symbol, but it is 

also the only sign allocated three symbols by the ancients: the scorpion with the 

sting in its tail; the mighty eagle that can see from the broadest perspective; and 
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the golden-red phoenix rising again from the flames and ashes of its own pyre. 

Three powerful symbols. 

At a Soul level, your Sun sign indicates the energy that your Soul chose to bring 

forth into this lifetime.  Although there are numerous Universal factors and 

energies at play for you and influencing your course through life, the dynamic 

energy of the Sun plays a significant role.   

Your Sun sign reveals your conscious awareness of you as a unique individual; 

whereas your Ascendant reveals your Soul’s purpose and how you most naturally 

express that purpose.  Spirit regards none of us as more special than the other, 

but Spirit knows that each is unique, and honours that which is unique and 

essential to you and within you. 

At a Soul level, Scorpio came forth to win the old battle between the desires of the 

ego-self and the Soul-centred Self. There will be an ongoing search for 

transformation and it can be a difficult life until the search is satisfied, with the 

art of self-sacrifice developed and seen as distinct from subservience.  

There is a powerful drive to develop the unique individuality and then refine it for 

the highest good of all. In the negative-ego state, the personality will be self-

centred, and so will unconsciously create self-annihilating events to facilitate the 

Soul’s purpose of causing sufficient inner pain to awaken you to the opportunity for 

transformation.  Inner pain, hurt and sadness is very often created through 

jealousy, sarcasm, secret agendas, and seeking to manipulate others … all controlling 

and limiting negative tendencies that in turn become self-sabotaging behaviours. 

Please remember we are not our behaviour … and past choices were based on what 

you knew then, how you had chosen to be, and what you were allowing into your life 

experience up to that moment. 

Ophiuchus also influences your Soul Path. At a Soul level, Ophiuchus brings the 

potential to be a great healer of Body Mind and Spirit and calls you to tap into a 

wealth of knowledge by intuitively listening to that which is within you.  Please 

remember that to heal is to make whole, and your Soul path fully supports you in 

your quest to reconnect with all that your Soul knows you to be. To teach and to 

heal others occurs on every level when we are in alignment with all that we are, in 

energetic integrity, and you will find others actually respond to the way in which you 

share information and communicate on every level—you are able to bring light into 
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their personal darkness. 

As Scorpio achieves objectivity and patience, their inner brilliance begins to shine:  

they are courageous, highly intuitive, and possess great personal magnetism; the will 

is strong, the analytical mind is strong, and focus and tenacity support successful 

long-term plans.  

Loyal to partners and family (birth or chosen family), they willingly make sacrifices 

for them and enthusiastically support them in following their creativity and 

passions. Relationships are important to Scorpio, and as our emotions relate to the 

water element, living near water will always be healing for you.  

Transformation for Scorpio includes learning to be outgoing toward others and to 

use their exceptional power to heal and to bless others. Acting from their heart-

centre, at the Soul-centred level, Scorpio shines their inner brilliance, magnetism, 

and healing ability. They become totally dedicated to service and the unfolding of 

the Divine Plan, the unfolding of their Life Purpose in line with the Universal rhythm, 

and devoted to their majestic Higher Self as they serve and teach with no thought 

of self.  

Growth and transformation means the transmutation of energies of conflict and 

struggle into harmony, beauty and love—the Phoenix arises from the ashes of the 

lower self for the benefit of all. Be devoted to the quest that quietly calls you and 

dedicated to becoming all that you choose to be … and all that your Soul knows you 

to be … and all who are drawn to you will benefit. 

 

The Sun is in the 7th House, the House of relationships, reinforcing the importance 

of how you choose to participate and relate to others and situations. The Sun 

illuminates this House to highlight the opportunities to fulfil your potential. 

Relationships and interactions with others will play a significant part on the path to 

you becoming all that your Soul knows you to be. You might find yourself asking, 

‘How do I relate; how do I participate?’ You can excel working with people on a one-

to-one basis to bring about mutual understanding, trust, appreciation, and harmony. 

Being there for others, supporting others, guiding others, will resonate within you; 

others will recognise and trust your innate wisdom born of compassion and 

understanding.  

http://www.kerrynelsonselman.com/
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Chapter 3 

The Emotional You 

Moon—at the time of your birth the Moon is in Leo—emotionally you 

thrive when you feel both respected and loved. 

Personal creed and colour of Leo:  Creed—I will; Colours—Gold/Scarlet Red. 

Our Moon is the planet of emotions, feelings, intuition, inner belief and personal 

needs, and how we feel about ourselves and that which we are intuitively drawn to. 

When we look outside of ourselves, when we view the inherent cycles of life from 

broader perspective, we are surrounded by clues that can support a life well-lived. 

The themes and passages of all are indeed Universal. As we look into the sky and 

see the Moon reflecting the Sun’s light, we are reminded that the Sun’s vitality and 

power is consistently and constantly supported by the Moon’s quiet reflection. The 

Sun relates to action; the Moon, to re-action.  

The Sun is a dynamic energy-generator holding us in orbit. The Moon is the constant 

energy-balancer orbiting us, reflecting the Sun’s vitality, nurturing, nourishing, and 

protecting us. It constantly draws the waters of purification of our inner and outer 

environment, and wraps us in its harmonious orbit. The Moon’s position reflects our 

entrenched feelings, attitudes and behaviour, our subconscious mood tendencies, 

our imagination, and our protective, nourishing and nurturing instincts—it 

represents how we respond, intuitively and emotionally, to external situations. 

The Moon is in Leo. Leo is the sign of drama, flair, self-expression, ambition, power, 

loyalty, creativity, and the loving and powerful protector who is intuitive and 

instinctive. Generally, the Moon in Leo express their emotions with more than a 

touch of dramatic flair.  The home is their stage, so life is never dull … and equally 

they will lovingly and powerfully protect all that falls within their boundary.  Women 

with this placement are particularly breathtaking.  Leo emotional tendencies will be 

elevated when there is a New Moon and Full Moon—the New Moon tends to heighten 

external emotional displays and motivation; Full Moon tends to heighten the more 
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inward and personal emotions. 

From a Soul-centred point of view, the sign in which the Moon appears at the time 

of your birth reveals the major ways in which you will transform during your life; it 

can indicate any negative energy your Soul chose to transmute and transform during 

its life in physical. The Moon energy is highly emotional and intuitive but please do 

not negatively perceive any of these descriptions or see them as ‘bad’ traits. Simply 

see them as indications of transformations your Inner Being is facilitating for you 

so that you may embrace and enjoy all that your Soul knows you to be. You are here 

to thrive on every level, and all the energies that your Soul chose to bring forth 

flow from the nurturing and sustaining Transpersonal Heart that is All That Is. 

So, at a Soul level, Moon in Leo indicates that the Soul growth will occur as you learn 

to surrender your ego-self to the Higher Self, when you yield to all that your Soul 

knows you to be. You will learn to embrace your innate leadership and powerful 

protective and nurturing qualities, and use these traits to serve the highest good; 

you will no longer use your innate power to satisfy personal ego-based desires.  

Indeed, this is the Soul-centred Life in which you strive for self-mastery over the 

self-centred ego-based self, and seek enlightenment and so alignment with Higher 

Self. Self-mastery calls Leo to look within to their ‘inner throne’, that place where 

the ego-will yields to Soul-will, that place devoid of mundane ego-based longings; 

self-mastery comes from developing a strong inner ego, a strong sense of self, 

willingly and lovingly surrendered to the Soul. The Soul-centred Leo Moon energy 

shines bright for others as it reflects back to them all that they innately are. Your 

Soul calls you to embrace all that you are and allow your unique flair to shine bright 

for others. 

 

The Moon is in the 4th House, where we find our sense of belonging, family and roots, 

and this position will further emphasise the importance of seeking to find your own 

innate centre, your true essence; it is the foundation to living a Soul-centred life. 

You have strong attachments to your past, and you may have difficulty stepping out 

of the roles you learned as a child, and habitual beliefs, thoughts and reactions that 

became entrenched as a child. You might find yourself asking, ‘What is at the core 

of me? What is my inner centre? How can I feel grounded, centred?’  Feeling 

grounded and stable, strengthened by your own foundation and connection to the 
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Earth, you are able to feel the power of becoming centred, nurtured and sustained 

by the Universal rhythm and supported to become the unique being that your Soul 

knows you to be and calls you to embrace … and so integrate and become your unique 

‘I am’ presence. 

 

  

http://www.kerrynelsonselman.com/
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Chiron 
Chiron and the Moon Nodes are the two major non-planetary influences on a Natal 

Chart. Chiron is variously viewed as a new planet, an old but minor planet, a comet 

or asteroid, or a combination of some of these. Despite the debate, have no doubt 

of Chiron’s unique and powerful energetic influence on your Soul Path Natal Chart.  

In mythology, Chiron was the son of Saturn (Greek god, Kronos) with a centaur-like 

form. In short, he used his pain and isolation to be a great healer, mentor, and 

teacher.   Chiron, the planet, indicates areas where we feel alienation or feel the 

pain of ‘not fitting in’. Chiron’s energy indicates the areas that offer us the greatest 

opportunity to accept all that we are and to heal. Chiron is the wounded healer, the 

Maverick, and teaches us acceptance, synergy, synthesis, how to heal, to be in 

balance, and to be all that we are for the benefit of a life well-lived and the greater 

good. The Ancients considered Chiron to be one of the greatest astrologer 

teachers. In the 1970s Astronomers ‘discovered’ Chiron orbiting between Saturn 

and Uranus, presenting an opportunity to return to the wisdom of the Ancients. 

Metaphysically, the path of the Soul sees Chiron’s healing as a bridge between the 

physical and Spirit—bridging Saturn at the threshold of Higher Consciousness and 

the outer planets, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, representing Higher Consciousness 

and Mastery of the Higher Teacher. Chiron teaches us true acceptance of our Spirit 

within, our true essence—and as we heal we shine our Divinity through our humanity. 

The wounded-healer energy facilitates us feeling our deepest inner wound with a 

view to healing the pain. The path to self-realisation and self-mastery includes a 

decision to willingly and lovingly bring conscious awareness to inner pain … to simply 

acknowledge it, then forgive and release it with gratitude for all it has facilitated. 

Memories remain, but there is no longer a need to carry the pain. It is through our 

choice to fully and freely recognise, forgive and release that which is entrenched 

and does not serve us, that we are able to transform and grow. Chiron energy 

transmutation relates to the individual’s whole energy system and is likened to a 

rebirth as we set out on a new path, supported and strengthened by our acceptance 

of all that we are, but no longer burdened with the pain of all that we have been. 

So, what does Chiron mean to you? At the time you came forth, Chiron was in 

Sagittarius in the 9th House. 
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Chiron in Sagittarius indicates you may well experience a crisis or struggle with 

just how you integrate the Higher Self into your conscious awareness. You know 

that you are on a quest for the ‘holy grail’ within and to connect to your true and 

highest essence, that which you truly are, so that you can connect to your Soul and 

know what it is to live a Soul-centred Life. This connection is blocked until the 

Higher Self is embodied through devotion and dedication to some kind of daily 

practice that facilitates and strengthens your innate spiritual connection. Jupiter, 

the Planet of Wisdom, rules the Eternal Self and Sagittarius and is the home planet 

of the Ascended Masters or Teachers. You are innately in tune with these Teachers 

and guides. You may go on many quests for wisdom, but ultimately, you discover that 

the bridge to wisdom is within you. You came forth to be a prophet of the Age of 

Aquarius and teacher of the Chirotic force—the wounded healer who heals by 

connecting with, forgiving, and releasing the inner pain, and bringing the inner 

wounds to the surface to be healed; the healer who has mastered deliberately being 

a channel for the energy of the Higher Self to heal all to whom you give your loving 

attention and focus. Chiron rules the initiation process, and research has shown a 

high number of children with Chiron in Sagittarius possess high consciousness at an 

early age. You are mystical in nature and on a search for your own Truth. You will 

stimulate a new awareness about kundalini energy as a healing force.  

One cautionary note:  It is recommended that you allow the spiralling snake-like 

kundalini energy that lies within your Base or Root Chakra to rise naturally. 

Attempting to draw or lift it through meditation or some other practices is popular 

with many yogic and other practitioners, but it will not serve you well. Kundalini is 

extremely powerful energy and you will be best served by willingly trusting in its 

own Divine unfolding and timing. As you embrace, trust, and yield to your spiritual 

unfolding and willingly keep your attention in your intention to allow spiritual 

maturity, your kundalini energy will naturally and nourishingly rise within you 

according to the Divine timing and plan for you as a unique sentient being.  

Chiron in the 9th House indicates struggle or crisis relating to you connecting with 

the Higher Self in this life. The Higher Self, or Soul, is the wisdom energy that is 

the integrating spiritual force during any lifetime. Think of life as a journey of 

choice … and you are one who chose to remember and live a Soul-centred Life.  

When you release the struggle, life will be a journey of activating, embodying, and 

radiating out of the Higher Self—you come to truly know that Love, All That Is, 
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Divine Life Force, the Chirotic Force, flows to you, around you, through you, and 

from you. You are naturally interested in exploring philosophy and spirituality, and 

may teach these concepts, particularly once the healing of Chiron has strengthened 

you to share what you have come to know.  

Understanding metaphysical wisdom at a heart-felt level and gut-level is very likely 

one of your talents, and if so, you will integrate all that you understand and allow it 

to flow through all areas of your Soul-centred Life. You simply cannot rest until you 

find the Truth that satisfies your thirst, and when you do you will immerse yourself 

in it and integrate it fully into your conscious awareness.  You will walk it and be it, 

and from that place of knowing and integration you will lovingly and willingly teach 

all that you have come to know.  

Please remember that to teach is to demonstrate and, living the Soul-centred Life, 

you will indeed teach by example as you walk in integrity with all that your Soul 

knows you to be. Even though Higher Thought is natural for you, your Chirotic crisis 

always involves attuning to and resonating with your Soul. Learning to resonate with 

your Ascendant energy can be helpful in achieving attunement with your Soul. Study 

your Ascendant again. Imbalances can be pronounced, thus the need to learn 

balance. 
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Moon Nodes 
The two Lunar Nodes (North and South) represent the crossing of the Moon’s orbit 

around the Earth with that of the Earth’s orbit around the Sun—an imaginary 

intersection of the two orbital paths. The lunar nodes ‘travel backwards’ and so will 

appear as retrograde ( ) in the zodiac chart. From a metaphysical view, Moon Nodes 

indicate our Soul’s chosen growth track and some of the lessons we can choose to 

learn, while the rest of our Birth Chart indicates how we are to make the journey.  

  The North Node indicates the opportunities and possibilities that are available 

to us, if we choose—but the choice is ours and freewill is paramount. There is no 

‘requirement’ to learn or repay some karmic debt from the past; we are free to live 

as we choose and, in choosing to experience our innate freedom, opportunities are 

available that are indicated by the North Node, which offers a powerfully magnetic 

vibration for our energetic body and Inner Being.  

The North Node indicates where we can develop and grow, with the Node 

energetically drawing the Soul towards its future growth. It is the magnetic pull of 

the North Node that often gives one a deep sense of direction or purpose, spurring 

us on no matter what the obstacles.  

The North Node energy truly reflects the highest expression of all that you are in 

this life, and the unending spiral of Life Force—no matter how much we feel we have 

achieved, there is always more and the opportunities are endless. The North Node 

in your Birth Chart appears in the sign of Capricorn. 

The South Node appears directly opposite the North Node, and indicates what 

we should try to release and let go, and those areas in which we self-limit or self-

sabotage our own development. For you, the South Node appears in the sign of 

Cancer. 

Capricorn North Node – Cancer South Node indicates that a potential lesson in 

achieving maturity will facilitate you no longer seeing the world through your own 

rose-colour prism and denying all else. Much of the child can still be active within 

you, and there can be struggle between wanting independence while still seeking 

something to lean on—childlike behaviour and choices are constant impediments to 

maturity, and even in adulthood you seek means to maintain the focus of your 
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parents’ attention or approval. This need for approval or support will often transfer 

into your relationships, business and personal, as you unknowingly abdicate power to 

another. The Capricorn North Node magnetically draws opportunities for us to 

discern and discriminate as we view our external environment, and be mature in our 

choices. Choosing with discernment and discrimination facilitates freedom and 

growth in ways unimagined as we learn to hold our space and choose when to act and 

when to not act, how to choose our battles, and when to reach out and when to let 

go. It is not always easy for us to accept that others have their own agendas and 

these agendas are not always helpful or supportive of us. Others do have their own 

agendas, even those who are close to us, and we can sometimes fall into the hole of 

expectation and feel hurt or wounded when our expectations are not met. It is vital 

that we each learn to accept and respect the choices of others and look to our own 

behaviour and choices. We have endless opportunities to embrace self-

responsibility and rekindle our innate self-respect and self-worth.  

Unless you choose to embrace responsibility and respect for you, to honour and 

value yourself, your natural tendency to support others in struggle will be 

debilitating as you ‘take on’ the problems of others, and in the end diminish your own 

opportunity to serve the higher good. Learning to lovingly and willingly let go will be 

transformative for you and all that you choose to do. Capricorn North Node is the 

energy of initiation into Higher Consciousness; therefore, your struggles signify 

opportunities to let go, find balance, and move on unencumbered. You may tend to 

flounder for the first half of your life and then one day take an opportunity to 

accept self-responsibility, change, and mature into that which you have always been. 

The House which contains the South Moon Node indicates the areas in your life 

where the karmic threads of spiritual immaturity, brought forth by the Soul, limit 

you becoming all that your Soul knows you to be. The South Node appears in the 3rd 

House, the House of our immediate environment (our internal and external 

environment), relationship to siblings, early learning influences, and communication 

(with self and with others). 

The House which contains the North Moon Node reveals the areas in which there 

are possibilities and potentialities for you to accept self-responsibility, embrace 

self-respect and self-worth, and enjoy all that can flow from a life well-lived in 

integrity and alignment with your guiding principles of honour and respect. The 

North Node appears in the 9th House, the House of our spirituality and philosophy, 
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higher and later education, abstract and higher concepts, symbols, exploration of 

the Ancient Wisdoms and Higher Mind, travels (physical and spiritual) and exploring 

all matters foreign. 
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Pars Fortuna 

Now let’s look at one more indicator from the Universe at the time of your birth—

where you will most likely and most naturally find success and joy in your life. 

The Pars Fortuna (also known as Fortuna or the Part of Fortune) is a point 

identified through the relationship of three sensitive points in the sky:  the 

positions of the Sun, the Moon, and the Ascendant.  It is the most popular of the 

‘Arabic Parts’ of the zodiac chart. The Arabic Parts were originally known as The 

Fortunes, and were compiled by the great medieval Eastern astrologer and scholar, 

Al-Biruni, from ancient texts. The Fortunes are all calculated using specific 

formulas relating to distances and angles between specific points in the zodiac. 

The sign where the Pars Fortuna sits relates to the Ascendant, whereas the House 

in which the Pars Fortuna is located depends on the distance between the Moon and 

the Sun. There are positive and negative attributes to every sign and the location 

of the Pars Fortuna within a sign will soften the impact of its inherent negative 

attributes. However, I am one of the many who regard the House in which the Pars 

Fortuna is located as being far more influential and meaningful to our Soul Path 

zodiac reading. 

The House where the Pars Fortuna sits reveals the area in which you will most likely 

and most naturally find your sense of joy, purpose, prosperity, success, health, and 

abundance. It is the area in the horoscope where the owner of the horoscope feels 

that ‘good fortune’ is smiling on him. It is the area where your endeavours are most 

likely to bear fruit—Pars Fortuna, like Jupiter, blesses its House with abundant 

self-fulfilment.  

The House in which it is located will help you get a feel for your area of abundance, 

prosperity, and inner joy, and indeed will be meaningful to you. Whether physical, 

emotional, mental or spiritual, accepting and developing these traits and areas of 

influence will facilitate your experience of a harmonious life well-lived. Your life 

experiences will be stabilised an under-pinning sense of joy, delight, and well-being. 

The Pars Fortuna is in the 10th House, the House of career and ambition, 

professional destiny, public recognition and regard, success, responsibility, and that 

which feels like your life purpose. This House also corresponds to one’s sense of 
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social elevation from the family background—symbolising ambitions and 

achievements as you free yourself of perceived limitations of your past.  

Those born with the Pars Fortuna in the 10th House know, deep within at a Soul level, 

that they must fulfil that which they came forth to do and, once recognised, will be 

dedicated and devoted to that they feel is their purpose. They look to the wider 

world outside their community and be well known and highly regarded in their field. 

This is Capricorn’s House—you will not be afraid of hard work and will naturally focus 

on the task at hand in achieving your goals—but there is joy in responding to the 

desire to be influential or make your mark on the world in areas that are above the 

mere personal sphere that does not satisfy you. There is joy, success, and good 

fortune unimagined as you free yourself of restrictions to willingly embark upon the 

journey to be all that your Soul knows you to be and express that for the greater 

good. 

Indeed, in your case, the Pars Fortuna is in the sign of Capricorn, in the 10th House. 

Any negative traits of this sign will be softened for you as you find joy and 

prosperity in being authentic and dedicated, disciplined, and devoted to all that 

resonates with you. Focus, application and success are part of the prosperity and 

good fortune of your Soul-centred life that is of service to all as the seeker 

becomes the seer. 

In other words, once you step into all that you innately choose to be, and dare to be 

all that you are, you will find the joy, delight, success, and ease and flow of a life-

well lived, and all who are drawn to you will be blessed with all that you lovingly and 

willingly radiate as you shine brightly. One could say it is a fortunate life when you 

strengthen to be true to you, authentic and in energetic integrity with all that you 

are, ever have been, and will continue to ever become.  
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Life Path Number 

Recent scientific research has proven what the ancient mystics taught:  that 

everything is vibration.  At its base, everything is energy wave patterns, 

frequencies, and concentrations at difference resonances: vibration. These 

vibrational resonance frequencies are recognised by their number.  

Indeed, numerology is at the heart of the Universe … these frequencies that make 

up the Universal hum, the primordial Om, are encoded within those numbers.  In the 

book, Crystal Resonance, I spoke of the harmony of the dance of the Universe, 

hidden in number patterns, and holding the key to the Universal code of all that 

ever was, is, and ever will be. 

Every vibration is identified by its frequency and, in essence, frequency is a number.  

The whole Universe and everything in it can be described as a combination of 

frequencies of vibration … or numbers. 

So, what does this mean for you?  From the point of view of your Soul-centred Life, 

the date upon which you chose to come forth into physical was specifically chosen 

by the Soul and is your Life Path Number … and to answer those who might be 

concerned because they were induced or came ‘early’ because of some trauma, 

please be assured that from broader perspective there are no accidents in this Life 

in physical, and nothing in this world is unknown to Spirit … all unfolded just as it 

was supposed to unfold.   

Therefore, your date of birth is, in essence, a harmonious combination of vibrations 

with which you came forth to support, guide, and indicate your Life purpose—it is 

your Soul’s reason for incarnation, for coming into physical, if you like.  Allow your 

Life Path Number to be your compass whenever you are feeling lost along this path 

we call Life—life on the path of least resistance is a delicious state of Being and 

the reason you chose to come forth.  Use all the tools at your disposal to find that 

path, and stay the course being all that your Soul knows you to be. 

Karmic Numbers (13, 14, 16, and 19) hold the vibrational resonance of past lessons 

to be learned—but as you now know, we are not our karma, and karmic lessons are a 

matter of choice and perspective. Please know that there should be no guilt 

attached to Karmic Numbers over perceived past ‘wrongs’—that is never the 
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intention!  If you have a Karmic number in your profile, your Soul intended it as a 

tool—a tool to support those who choose to make use of the energetic gifts and 

tools within their Life Path profile. 

Master Numbers are double numbers (11, 22, 33, and so on) that may show up in 

your numerology profile. They inherently hold a higher vibrational resonance, but 

they do not make anyone special or ‘a Master’ in any area. They do indicate great 

potential but our freewill and self-will in physical is always paramount and respected 

fully by Spirit and the Soul. It is not unusual for Master Numbers to choose not to 

pursue their highest potential, and neither is it required on any level. The inherently 

higher vibrational energy of Master Numbers can pose challenges earlier in life; but 

the vibrational energy will strengthen and harmonise over time as, and if, one 

chooses to integrate all that their Soul knows them to be:  all that they ever were, 

are now, and are ever becoming.  

Indeed, some Souls choose to come forth into physical armed with both Karmic and 

Master Numbers and, of course, know the inherent challenges in each and the power 

and potentialities of the enhanced challenges and gifts in the combination. They are 

the teachers, the teachers of teachers, who will teach by demonstration and guide 

through their own life experience; they are the uplifters, motivators, and 

facilitators for others to be the best they can be.  They use the Karmic and Master 

Numbers in their profile to support their transformation and transmutation into 

that which they came forth to be and their Soul already knows them to be. 

The following is a brief description of your Life Path number, and any Karmic or 

Master numbers attached to your date of birth.  

Your birth date of xx xx xxxx gives you the following numerology profile— 

Life Path Number is 4   —   Karmic Number is 13   —   Master Number is 11 

 

Life Path Number 4 

Number Four is vibrationally encoded with Form and Order, and gifts us Order. 

There is Divine Order in the Universe and the manifestation of all in the material 

world, and Four gives the world of form a feeling of stability and grounding, and 

helps us work through tasks to completion.  
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This is the path of responsibility and organisation and you will step up to self-

responsibility more easily than many and thrive at whatever you do when you can 

approach the task in an organised and structured way. Even when enthusiastically 

following your passions, there will be underlying structure and organisation to your 

approach. As a Four, you are thorough when you undertake a project, and you are 

innately able to create order from chaos; you are often far more organised that it 

may seem to those looking on. You are also supported by tenacity, focus and the 

ability to concentrate and give your full attention to the task at hand for long 

periods of time; you are self-reliant, self-disciplined, devoted to that which you 

choose as your practice or undertaking, and independent. Once you mature into your 

Soul-centred purpose, that which resonates with your heart centre, your devotion, 

dedication and focus will allow you to keep going long after others would have faded 

… but it must be something that stimulates you on every level. The inherent 

vibrational gifts of Number 4 enable you to follow your passions to a successful 

outcome while actually enjoying the focus and application required to work through 

a task to completion so that your inspired thought becomes a reality—what others 

see as hard work simply does not feel that way to you. However, work that holds 

little interest or stimulation for you brings a different scenario altogether—there 

is potential for you to be negatively impacted on all levels of your being, and your 

boredom and dissatisfaction will no doubt irritate others working with you.  

Number Fours are supported helped, nurtured, and sustained by higher guidance … 

a path chosen before you came forth. Bringing awareness back to this connection to 

Spirit will serve you well. Four particularly indicates that the angels, as specific 

messenger aspects of Spirit, are here to support you—the benevolent guidance is 

constant and consistent, but the choice of connection is always with you, and your 

attention is all that is required. 

The Soul-centred Four individual also understands the dynamic creativity of chaos 

and the Divine organisation inherent within it; the wonder of form which can arise 

from the process continually surprises and delights them. A sense of purpose 

underpins your sense of Being and you thrive when your work gives you a sense of 

purpose, or when you work at what you feel is your life purpose. You excel in areas 

that showcase your talents of organisation, order, tenacity, attention to detail, 

dedicated application, and focus; and you excel in areas that require devotion and 

dedication to Higher Self and the inherent energy flow of all. The Soul-centred 

Four who has grown and evolved will enjoy a deep understanding of their innate 
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knowing that the physical is a concentrated form of that which is Universal. 

When the Number Four individual is in balance with all that they are, at one with 

their whole being, any potentialities for structure and order to be influenced by 

fear and show up in limitation and negativity, or for a sense of tradition, respect, 

service, and knowledge to slide into fear-based compliance with conventionality, or 

for self-discipline, consistency, and exactitude to be hindered by restriction, lack 

of adaptability flexibility and agility, or an inability to renew, refresh and recreate 

anew, are averted. You are here to thrive!  Pay attention that you are in balance so 

that you may live a life well-lived in integrity with all that you are. 

 

 

Karmic Number 13 

Thirteen is often described as indicating that the previous incarnation tended to 

be self-indulgent or inefficient and left no clear or tangible results—any joy that 

was created was ego-based and driven by self-interest. However, as previously 

stated, Karmic Numbers can be chosen before we come forth, either to address 

some ‘unfinished business’ or to use as potential stimulation for high achievement. 

Karmic Number 13 can facilitate greatness, rags to riches if you like, through 

application, focus, and attention to the task at hand. It particularly supports those 

who find what might be described as their ‘life purpose’, those who are driven to 

follow their bliss or passion, apply themselves, and find joy in life in their work. 

Some take the view that those with Karmic Number 13 will endure a life beset by 

obstacles. However, such obstacles actually facilitate experiential growth and 

grounded expansion that is stable and unfolds with purpose. In fact, those who 

pursue that which they feel is their life purpose or follow their passion will take 

such obstacles in their stride and will not regard them nearly as momentous as those 

looking on from the outside. 

Success flows from focus and attention, and not digressing with distractions. Once 

the task is set, the path is chosen, the passion is ignited, then diversions and 

distractions should be minimised by method and order that helps keep attention to 

the task at hand, the end goal or destination. Devotion to the task or purpose is 

paramount and is not difficult once Thirteens apply themselves and allow Spirit to 
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inspire and stimulate their growth and movement forward. Although they may enjoy 

the scenic route for much of their life, those who allow their innate connection to 

rise, and allow themselves to be guided by their powerful intuition, will practice 

devotion to Spirit in ways previously unimagined. Their life purpose brings great 

inner joy, peace, and satisfaction that the greater good has been served by their 

presence and their work. Success and joy may not be celebrated early in life, but 

as Thirteen resolves to evolve, heal, and release self-limitation and struggle there 

can be joy and success in ways previously undreamed that can shine a beacon and 

light the way for others. 

Use the power of this Karmic Number to facilitate you being however you choose to 

be each step along the way … and at each turn simply do your best to be all that you 

choose to be, and you will shine brightly for you, for others, and for the highest 

good. 

 

 

Master Number 11—Master of Illumination 

Please remember that the choice remains with you as to whether you choose to 

explore the potentialities and possibilities of this Master Number and the energies 

inherent in your birth date. Freewill and self-will are paramount in life—you are the 

driver of your own bus and it is up to you to choose where you go and how you get 

there. Indeed, it is not unusual for Master Numbers to choose not to pursue their 

highest potential, and neither is it required on any level. The following indicates the 

high vibrational energy encoded in the Master Number attached to the date on 

which your Soul chose to come forth.  

Master Number 11 is the Master of Illumination. If you regard Number 11 as a more 

intense, doubly focused energy version of Number 1, then it follows that the 

heightened and highly potent ability to be singularly focused, and give full attention 

to that which is seen and known from broader perspective, facilitates an ability to 

reach what others would deem unreachable and create what others would see as 

miraculous. Number 11 simply sees the world from a different perspective … and 

often concurrently from two different or multiple perspectives.  

Master Number 11 is the most intuitive, and blends intuition with leadership, charm, 
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charisma and inspiration. This is the inspired leader who inspires by example, 

teaches by demonstration, and is a catalyst for change. The inherent duality in 11 is 

dynamic, and therefore a catalyst for dynamic creation—and many struggle with 

dynamism and the inherent destruction component of creation.  

However, when fear inhibits the natural curiosity to explore and wonder is no longer 

stimulated, the innate duality will turn the energy inward resulting in more fear, 

boredom, and lack of self-worth, self-doubt, and self-belief. It is a fine line 

between inspiration, awareness, unique creation, and expansive leadership, and self-

limitation, pain, boredom, and self-destruction. Realisation of the full potential for 

growth, expansion, and power is always rooted in the Heart … and the heartfelt 

knowing and acceptance of Spirit, and the heartfelt truths that connection brings. 

It could be viewed as the psychic’s number—peace, inner tranquillity, and expansive 

wonder will never be found in logic, but in the deep knowing and trust in that which 

is greater than us all:  Spirit, Universal Life Force, and All That Is. 

Number Elevens are not only consciously aware, they hold a deep sense of knowing 

and connection to that which is immaterial or not of this physical realm. This knowing 

is often grounded in developing intuitive and extrasensory abilities, and strengthens 

as the practice strengthens—sometimes the innate knowing flows from an inherent 

peculiarity of intellect that naturally tends to look at issues from a broader 

perspective and easily embraces a wider view. However, knowledge of concurrent 

experiential fields, or what some term a 'parallel world', is not exclusively 

intellectual and at some stage of their life in physical they perceive miraculous 

manifestations in the day-to-day. 

They are consciously aware of life beyond the veil that divides the material from 

the immaterial, physical from spiritual, and so they naturally see situations and 

issues more broadly and less personally than those who are not yet as consciously 

aware—even those who have no conscious interest in matters of Spirit or 

numerology, or recognise themselves as a Master Number 11, will have a natural 

curiosity or passing interest in matters 'spiritual'.  

Master Number Elevens are the visionaries and seers who can be of great benefit 

to humanity and, whether they are recognised for who they are or ridiculed with 

scepticism, their innate sense of detachment to the physical and innate connection 

to Spirit, facilitates their ability to know all is well, remain congruent with all that 

they are, and hold the space. They teach and heal with their words and all who are 
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drawn to them will benefit from the interaction. They are the messengers and 

scribes who see and understand the bigger picture and naturally view all from 

broader perspective. 
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Vibrational Oneness Combination 

The Vibrational Oneness Crystal Synergistic Combination that will always serve and 

support you well is Labradorite Combination. Those who have completed a 

Vibrational Oneness workshop or have enjoyed Crystal Resonance and other books 

will be familiar with the synergy of the Vibrational Oneness combinations and 

practices. Those who are new to Vibrational Oneness might enjoy exploring the 

benefits of combining the vibrational synergy that comes from the specific 

combination of gifts from Mother Earth:  crystal, essential oil, and essence blend.  

Although Vibrational Oneness Combinations are always chosen as specific and 

appropriate to our needs at a time in our lives, there is a base or general combination 

that offers a vibrational resonance that will always serve you well:  Labradorite 

crystal, Clary Sage essential oil, and a combination of Sweet Chestnut and Red Suva 

Frangipani flower essences and Labradorite crystal essence, together with the 

matching affirmations, which appear below.   

I have uploaded the Affirmation Meditations to YouTube in response to requests 

from readers and students for a guiding voice to lead them … these are freely 

available to all on the Crystal Resonance YouTube channel, which can also be 

accessed via the link on the website https://www.kerrynelsonselman.com/downloads  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Personal Zodiac Creeds that will serve you well: 

I am — I create — I heal — I will 

 

Vibrational Oneness Combination that will always serve you well: 

Labradorite Combination 

I am surprised and inspired. 

I am transformed in the light. 

My path leads back to Oneness. 
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